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Technical details

Kraj produkcji
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producent Ingo Maurer

projektant Ingo Maurer

rok 1992

ochrona IP20

zakres dostawy Leuchtmittel

napięcie przydatność 110 - 240 Volt

tworzywo
mosiądz, Skrzydła z piór gęsi,
szkło

piedestał/wersja E27

Moc w watach 5 W

LED Łącznie

Wskaźnik oddawania barw >90

Strumień świetlny w lm 380

Temperatura barwowa w stopniach
Kelvina

Dim to warm

wymiana żarówek: na miejscu

Uchwyt ścienny Wymiary ∅ 9 cm

Opis

The Ingo Maurer Lucellino Wall is a wall lamp. The name combines "luce"
meaning "light" in Italian and "uccellino" standing for "birdie" in the Italian
language. This wall lamp has hand-made wings out of real goose feathers. The
conducting cable leading towards the socket is coated in red.

There are two versions on offer. The version without transformer has a cavity
wall socket and it is installed directly on this socket. Thus there is no visible
cable at the wall. A separate transformer with 12 volts is necessary for this
version which is not inclusive!

The version with transformer has a cord dimmer. For this lamp, a white cable
leads from the power outlet towards the light. The transformer is on the
supply line / between plug and light with both types. The Ingo Maurer
Lucellino Wall is inclusive of one illuminant. This wall light is operated with a
special LED illuminant, which is manufactured exclusively for the Ingo Maurer
GmbH and which can only be used in lights of the Lucellino family. It is not
suitable for rooms with high humidity. When dimmed, the Dim to warm
technology changes the light colour of the lamp to a warmer tone (from 2,700
Kelvin to 2,000 Kelvin extra warm white).

An alternative to this light is the Lucellino NT. This version has an integrated
transformer and there is no cable to be seen between the lamp and the power
outlet. It can be installed directly on a wall or ceiling power outlet.  
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